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RÉSUMÉ.  La  qualité  est  un  facteur  crucial  pour  assurer  l'acceptation  des  services  d'information  parmi  
différents  Groupes  d'utilisateurs.  La  quantité  de  données  solidement  croissante  incorporées  dans le  GESIS  
SocioGuide ne peut pas être contrôlée seulement par des moyens intellectuels,  mais compter seulement sur  
l'évaluation automatique n'est souvent pas ce qui est désiré d'un niveau élevé. Afin de répondre aux exigences  
diverses (qualité et une multitude des ressources) nous choisissons une stratégie de contrôle de qualité semi-
automatique. Ici  nous décrivons quelques principes et  routines de garantir la qualité documentaire dans le  
domaine d'application de la science sociale en ce qui concerne la passerelle thématique GESIS SocioGuide basé  
sur le logiciel système de DBClear. Les éléments pratiques de ce déroulement des opérations de garantie de  
qualité  sont:  la  Recherchant  de  nouvelles  données,  qualitatif  éditorial  contre  la  validation  automatisée,  
suggestions par des utilisateurs, déroulement des opérations décentralisé.

MOTS-CLÉS  : passerelle thématique, directives d'évaluation, critères de sélection, qualité de l'information,  
ressources d'Internet.

ABSTRACT: quality is a crucial factor for ensuring acceptance of information services among different user 
groups. The steadily growing amount of data incorporated in the GESIS SocioGuide can not be managed solely  
by intellectual means, but relying only on automatic evaluation is often not what is desired of a high standard. In  
order to meet the diverse requirements (high quality and a multitude of resources) we choose a strategy of semi-
automatic quality control. Here we describe some principles and routines of guaranteeing documentary quality  
in the aplication field of social science with respect to the subject gateway GESIS SocioGuide based on DBClear  
system software. Practical components of this quality assurance workflow are: Searching new data, editorial  
qualitative vs. automated validation, suggestions by users, decentralized workflow. 

KEYWORDS: subject gateway, evaluation guidelines, selection criteria, information quality, Internet resources.
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1. Introduction

Information is  knowledge which is  available at the right time and right  place for problem-
solving. Wersig (1973) speaks of the "reduction of uncertainty," i.e. compared to a previous 
state of indecision, the user may experience a state of more than random deciding. Similarly, 
Kuhlen (1995)  locates information as  "knowledge in  action" between data and knowledge, 
i.e. data are interpretable and are not just part of a knowledge set, but are also an aplication 
entity of  special  interest.  Information in the  proper  sense can only be spoken of when the 
data  actually provided for  the  information users  has  a  current,  specific  value.  Information 
societies  must  also be qualitatively secured,  which entails  a demand for  protection and an 
increase  in  information quality (Wiethaus,  2001).  The goal  of  any specialized  information 
suply,  including  technically  provided  information  must  be  to  ensure  this.  Epler  (2006) 
writes in his introduction to the book "Managing information quality:" "Information quality  
is  a  term  that  is  vague  and  general,  yet  promising  and  pertinent:  Amidst  the  increasing  
quantity  of  information  available,  the  quality  of  information  becomes a crucial  factor  for  
the effectiveness of organizations and individuals." Here the development of standards is of 
special  importance,  since  information  can  be  judged  by  the  (uninformed)  customer  only 
after  receipt  and  never  exhaustively (c.f.  Rösch/Weisbrod,  2004).  In  the  early days  of  the 
Internet,  the quantity of  documents found was critical,  but  now with its  rapid growth (e.g. 
Rüter, 2008) there is a demand for restriction to those documents that most precisely match 
a given question or information request.

2. Portals and the need for quality

2.1. Quality Criteria in the Web

2.1.1. Quality of Information

Quality,  according to  Wiethaus  (2001)  is  a  relative  property which is  affected  by material 
and sociological circumstances. How it is determined depends upon, among other things, the 
development  of  technological  standards;  which,  of  course,  vary  over  time.  The  DIN ISO 
8402 standard defines quality as "the totality of qualities and characteristics of a product or  
service,  which  in  turn  affects  their  ability  to  meet  fixed  or  assumed  anticipated  needs  " 
(Rittberger,  2004).  In  connection  with  information  services  quality  may  be  seen  as  a 
distinguishing  characteristic  (such  as  scientific,  practical),  but  also  as  a  value  scale  (cf. 
Enderle,  2001).  Both  dimensions  of  quality  are  dependent  on  the  needs  of  users,  since 
quality can only result  through the participation in the process of information transmission 
(see Hobohm, 1998).
While  traditional  information  agencies  assure  confidence  via  their  specialization  and 
institutionalization,  on  the  World  Wide  Web,  where  there  are  many  technically,  highly 
capable  information  providers,  the  quality  of  the  information  suplied  is  in  question. 
Automatic procedures, like evaluation of word frequencies or number of linking pages have 
been  the  usual  automatic  procedures  to  weight  the  universe  of  Web  contents  since  a  long 
time.  However,  content  quality,  and quality in  terms of  user  friendliness  is  desired,  which 
are  inseparable  for  users.  Huang  et  al.  (1999)  more  precisely  differentiate  the  following 
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dimensions of information quality (see Table 1).
According to Huang et al., Mandl (2005) emphasizes the importance of context in the user assessment 
of  value,  thus  being  a  subjective  component  (expectation  oriented  reference).  By  contrast,  the 
substantive,  authoritative  component  (manufacturer-process  orientated  reference)  should  be 
represented by absolute criteria, as complete, trustworthy, reliable, balanced, and well represented. It 
becomes  clear  that  even  with  a  substantive  point  of  view,  no  absolute  assessment  can  be  made, 
because it would require a perfect overview of the scientific field and the website suply. Huang et al. 
also stress the intrinsic aspect of the accessibility of content in addition to the quality of the content. 
The structuring of the information offered determines the possibility of navigation and finding the 
desired information. Another aspect is topicality (see above). At the same time, the information must 
be presented in a way that conforms to expectations, such that the user can also process the received 
information adequately in his context (see Rittberger, 2004). Similarly, quality considerations aplying 
to documents found in the Internet, are also valid for the quality of Internet information brokerage, 
whether it be the kind of description that is given to the source or the scale aplied to the selection of 
documented Web pages. Thus quality selection criteria for Internet subject gateways as determined in 
the  DESIRE  project  are  (after  Hobohm,  2003):  Scope  (coverage,  access,  cataloguing)  Content 
(validity, topicality, substance, uniqueness, accuracy) Form (navigation, suport, standards, technology, 
aesthetics) Process (system integrity, coherency) Collection Management Policy.

Table 1: Categories of Information Quality

IQ category IQ dimensions

Intrinsic Accuracy, objectivity, believability, reputation

Contextual Relevancy, value-added, timeliness, completeness, 
amount of information

Representational Interpretability, ease of understanding, concise 
representation, consistent representation

Accessibility Access, security

2.1.2. Subject Gateways as Quality Control
The development of the Internet in the mid-90s led to the creation of information brokerage 
services  (clearinghouses),  which  give  high-quality subject  access  to  scientific  sources.  No 
further  distinction  between  clearinghouse,  gateway,  Internet  catalogue  and  virtual  library 
will be made, particularly since such terms often correspond to the genesis of the respective 
Internet offering and the services have long since moved on in what they offer, all  the way 
up  to  portals.  Services  deserving  a  closer  look  include  those:  Accessible  in  the  Web  and 
referring to sources of the Web, - Leading to other technical service of this kind, - Created 
with scientific background,  - Of a qualitative selection or processing,  - And if  so, offering 
any further professional services at the same time. 
 As in Bargheer (2002), we think of subject gateways as general information services which 
enable  professionally  focused  access  to  systematically  catalogued  Internet  resources.  The 
Follet  Report (1993),  for  example, initiated the rise of  digital  libraries in Great  Britain. In 
this context,  beginning in 1995 the eLib- programs were implemented, which also included 
a  component  for  intellectually  indexing  Internet  sites.  The  EU-funded  'first-generation 
gateway-related  projects' DESIRE  (1998-2000)  and  RENARDUS  (2000-2002),  which  laid 
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the  foundations  in  this  area,  have  to  be  mentioned  in  the  wider  context  of  indexing  the 
Internet  as  a  scientific  publication  and  communication  medium.Thus,  on  the  basis  of  a 
common  concept,  different  European  information  services  were  established  in  the 
framework  of  DESIRE,  comprising  multidisciplinary  national  Internet  resources  (e.g. 
DutchESS,  http://www.kb.nl/dutchess/)   or  international  resources  (e.g.  BUBL, 
http://bubl.ac.uk/LINK/linkbrowse.cfm/e/)   or  resources  to  specific  areas  (e.g.  SOSIG 
(today:  Intute:  Social  Sciences,  http://www.intute.ac.uk/socialsciences/,   OMNI  (today: 
Intute: Health and Life Sciences, http://www.intute.ac.uk/healthandlifesciences/medicine/)  ). 
In  addition,  the  German  Council  of  Science  and  Humanities made  a  demand  for:  "Virtual  
specialized  Libraries,  which  (...)  are  to  be  established  in  the  special subject  collections 
libraries,  should  enable  access  to  relevant  scientific  digital  documents  via  the  Internet"  
(after Wissenschaftsrat, 2001).
The term "Quality Controlled Subject Gateways" (QCSG) was shaped in the context of the 
Desire project (Koch, 2000). In the project description (DESIRE, 1996) this is explained as 
follows:  “Selective  subject  gateways  on  the  Internet  are  characterized  by  their  quality  
control. The core activities of resource selection and description rely on skilled human input  
(by  Librarians,  academics  and  experts)  and  are  not  activities  that  lend  themselves  to  
automation. (...) Methods and tools (...  Have to be ...) created to assist  the staff  of subject  
gateways to develop and maintain their quality control systems: A generic conceptual model  
is  provided,  which  describes  (...)  the  quality  issues  (...)  relating  to  each  part  of  the  
(gateway) process. ... A comprehensive list of selection criteria is given, which incorporate  
'tips' and 'hints' for evaluating Internet resources ...”. Even the German Council of Science 
and Humanities (Wissenschaftsrat, 2001) speaks of "high quality and valued resources." The 
following  criteria  for  subject  gateways  are  mentioned  by  Rösch/  Weisbrod  (2004)  among 
others: contained sources are of a level sufficient for scientific requirements,  fixed criteria 
for evaluation and quality control. Essential tools for quality assurance are the standardized 
description  of  the  documents  by  means  of  metadata  from  thesauri  or  (specialized) 
classifications  and  the  summary  of  the  contents,  which  are  used  to  characterize  the 
resources  (value-added service).  Thereby the  user  is  given the  possibility to  meet  a  closer 
selection according to self-chosen combinations. Furthermore, the aplication of international 
and technical standards suports the interoperability of the subject gateways, thus, access to 
larger data sets.

2.2. Quality Guidelines for Information

DIN ISO 8402 standard defines quality as  "the totality of qualities and characteristics of a  
product  or  service  ...” (see  above;  see  Rittberger,  2004).  What  we  may  essentially 
understand as information quality improvement depends decisively on whether information 
is  considered  as  a  product  or  a  service,  thus  production  process-oriented  or  expectation-
oriented  related.  The  definition  of  Kahn  “Quality  information  is  information  that  meets  
specifications  or  requirements” (See  Kahn/Strong,  1998,  after  Epler  et  al.,  2000) 
emphasizes the process view, while “Information quality can be defined as information that  
is fit for use” by Huang et al. (1999) emphasizes the service perspective. The evaluation of 
the quality of information in the information process can now be targeted at two points: the 
selection of the material which should be documented and the evaluative description of the 
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material finally documented. Usually,  both criteria are discussed together and not precisely 
separated. 

Procedures  for  quality  assessment  by  a  brokerage  service  are  listed  by  the  ‘Collection 
Development  Policy  Framework’  of  Intute  (2006)  on  the  basis  of  the  UK  Resource 
Discovery  Network  (Jennings,  2002).  Intute,  an  association  comprised  of  over  70 
organizations  from education  and  science  in  Britain,  is  a  free  online  service  providing  a 
database of  hand-selected Web resources for  education and research,  covering Science and 
Technology, Arts and Humanities, Social Sciences and Health and Life Sciences. Regarding 
the item labelled ‘Values’ it states:  "Quality is our cornerstone; human expertise and value  
judgments are irreplaceable...  ", and for ‘Aim’ :  "The Intute collections are selective,  and  
only  resources  that  meet  the  Intute  quality  selection  criteria  are  included  ...  ."  The 
following  methodical  aspects  are  treated  under  ‘Selection  Criteria:’  Scope  (subject  area, 
intended  audience,  acceptable  sources  of  information,  acceptable  levels  of  difficulty, 
Internet  resource types  and categories,  geographical,  language),  Selection Policy (resource 
discovery,  selection  and  evaluation  criteria),  Collection  Management  and  Maintenance 
(duplication,  cross-disciplinary  resources,  granularity,  optimum  size  of  collections, 
reviewing  records,  link  checking,  deselecting  records,  contact  with  website  /  resource 
owners). The Internet resource types and categories are defined in more detail. For example, 
illegal activities, marketing activities and personal homepages are sorted out.
Of  particular  interest  are  the  selection  and  evaluation  criteria,  which  are  divided  into: 
subject knowledge, core criteria, intellectual content, objectivity, structure and form, system 
and  maintenance,  contributors,  public  suggestions.  Here  again,  the  intellectual  content  is 
given  special  significance:  “The  intellectual  content  of  a  resource,  the  information  
contained within the website being evaluated, takes priority more over the form in which it  
is  delivered or  displayed.” Aspects  mentioned for  consideration are:  declared purpose and 
audience  of  the  site,  authority  and  reputation,  accuracy  of  the  information  or  knowledge 
presented,  evidence  of  sources  used  and  cited,  originality  in  content  or  presentation, 
comprehensive coverage and depth of information, evidence of external citation.
All of  these  are  relative  prescriptions,  which  let  the  respective  evaluator  supose  a  good 
knowledge of the brokerage database and the available Web sources.  More explicit  are the 
exclusion criteria,  which demand  deselecting:  -  If  the  resource is  no longer  available,  -  If 
the  currency  or  reliability  of  the  resource  has  lost  its  value,  If  another  Internet  site  or 
resource offers more comprehensive coverage, - If it is a duplicate record. In summary, the 
following  closer regulations  of the main aspects: Context, content, use features and system 
features are given (see Table 3).

Table 3: Context Content Use features system features

Context Content Use features System features

Provenance Scope/coverage Accessibility Site integrity (availability, 
broken links etc.)

Authority Accuracy Navigability System reliability

Uniqueness Currency Terms and conditions of 
use

Apropriate standards and 
technologies
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Relationship to 
other resources

Substantiveness Rights legitimacy

Audience Comprehensiveness Design, layout, and 
aesthetics

Composition and 
organisation

User suport and 
documentation

The  difficulty  in  determining  something  such  as  accuracy  is  shown  by  the  following 
questions, which can be pursued with this intent: Where does the information come from? Is 
an individual  or  group responsible for  the resource? Is  an organization responsible for  the 
information? Is the resource well  known and/  or heavily used? Is there a feedback form to 
show  that  the  site  administrators  are  interested  in  what  the  users  think?  Does  the  URL 
provide  clues  to  credibility?  Who  else  links  to  the  resource  and  are  they  reputable?  
Ultimately,  the  recommendations  add  up  to  leaving  the  decision  with  the  designated 
specialized  editor  as  to  which  resources  to  exclude  and  how critically  to  give  a  detailed 
description for the selected sources  by avoiding an explicit  total  valuation score. It  is also 
the  user  who  ultimately  selects  the  description  characteristics which  allow  apropriate 
information  to  be  offered  in  response  to  his  or  her  question  (cf. 
http://www.intute.ac.uk/intute_cataloguing_guidelines_v4_1.doc). 
Accordingly,  also  for  the  various  professional  services  different  evaluation  guidelines  are 
allowed, thus for Social Sciences as well as for Health and Life Science. Whereby the latter 
gives more elaborated instructions, e.g. under the point 'Reasons for not including resources' 
(Intute, 2006-2008). 

3. The GESIS SocioGuide

3.1. Selection Policy

 The  aim  of  the  subject  gateway  GESIS  SocioGuide  is  to  offer  orientation  within  social 
science  infrastructure  and  information  from  all  social  science  disciplines  as  well  as  on 
special topics. For that purpose, science-relevant resources in a categorized form have been 
made  accessible  in  GESIS  SocioGuide,  gathered  from  the  pool  of  available  web-based 
resources  and other  media;  which are  not  subject  to  discussion here.  The  subject  gateway 
GESIS  SocioGuide  uses  the  workflow-system  based  on  DBClear  (Hellweg  et  al.,  2002). 
Social  scientists  are  the  primary  target  group  of  the  GESIS  SocioGuide.  This,  of  course, 
does  not  preclude  other  academics,  politicians,  decision  makers  and  many  other 
professionals from using social science data and benefitting from this subject gateway.
 GESIS SocioGuide  (priority)  aplies  the  "three click rule,"  whereby the  formal  topic  of  a 
resource  should  be  obvious  within  three  clicks  (based  on  Bargheer,  2002).  The  following 
aspects  are  suported:  Origin  (providing  institution,  country/  regional  scope),  -  Content 
(information type), - Degree of complexity (conditionally operational). To sum up, the work 
in the subject gateway GESIS SocioGuide is characterized by the following components (cf. 
Rösch/  Weisbrod,  2004):  Intellectual  selection of  document  resources  by editors  in  charge 
according to defined quality criteria,  -  Use of standardized metadata for  the description of 
the  selected  sources,  whose  field  structure  far  exceeds the  metadata  structures  of  Dublin 
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Core  (Dublin  Core Metadata  Element  Set,  see  http://dublincore.org/documents/dces/      ),   
Regular  check-up of (selected) links regarding their  relevance,  validity,  and longevity,  Re-
examination of information resources’ content as to document descriptions, Subject indexing 
by controlled, vocabulary respective specialized classification , Co-operative working in the 
database,  Integration  of  document  types  in  sowiport  (http://www.sowiport.de)   as  a 
subproject  within  the  social  science  portal  sowiport.  Data  and  metadata  are  stored  in  a 
database.  
The  subject  gateway has  been designed  to  meet  interoperability features  which permit  the 
integration/  representation  of  the  data  sets  in  other  services,  such  as  sowiport 
(http://www.sowiport.de)  ,  vascoda  (http:      //      www.      vascoda      .de/      )       and  Knowledge  Base  Social 
Sciences Eastern Europe (http://www.cee-socialscience.net/)  .

3.2. Semi-Automatic Quality Control by Workflow – Components

The workflow has been implemented as the coordinated management of interdependent steps 
in  the  working  process  in  the  environment,  or  under  the  conditions  of  a  work-sharing 
process.  Each process step is  managed by different  editors.  This helps  to limit  the routine 
activities and to standardize the procedure.
Additionally,  workflow  is  partially  a  system-specific  infrastructural  tool  whose  suporting 
function  is  very  important.  Automation  and  control  are  of  primary  importance  for  the 
optimization of the work process.
"To facilitate the creation and continuous maintenance of  a data collection that  exceeds a  
certain size, tools for automation of tasks are required, as well as suport for the distribution  
of  work  among  several  cooperating  editors"  (Hellweg  et  al.,  2002).  But  relying  only  on 
automatic methods does not ensure the high quality standard needed.  "The software system 
DBClear provides a number of modules to automate recurring tasks and a workflow system  
to route information between the people involved in a clearinghouse" (Hellweg et al., 2002).
In order to meet the diverse requirements (high quality and a multitude of resources) we are 
choosing  a  strategy  of  semi-automatic  quality  control.  For  this  purpose,  records  are 
regularly  reviewed  alongside  the  website  it  describes.  Records  for  review  are  identified 
automatically. This involves a regular, weekly-automated check of all URLs contained in the 
catalogue records.  In the following we will  consider some essential,  characteristic  features 
of the GESIS SocioGuide.
3.3. Practical components of the quality assured workflow

Resource discovery: Comprehensive and high quality development of scientifically relevant 
sources  of  information  may  be  realized  under  the  current  international  debate  only  with 
intellectual  assessment and development.  Search engines and automated procedures can be 
used for specific requests. Nevertheless, there are no alternatives to the intellectual search if 
the exploration and selection of relevant information sources of a complete subject field is 
required.
The  information  for  the  subject  gateway  SocioGuide  is  obtained  in  several  ways:  Online 
discovery  tools  such  as  trusted  Internet  gateways  Following  links  within  trusted  sites, 
Reading  lists,  email  lists  and  discussion  groups, Expert  interviews, Literature  and  field 
analysis, or by Resources suggested by users, partner organisations, and staff.
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3.3.1. Editorial qualitative validation

New entries as well as existing entries are regularly validated by a professional editor. The 
task  of  the  check-up/control  of  the  sources  on  validity  and  how  current  it  is,  of  special 
significance  to  ensure  the  quality  the  GESIS  SocioGuide  within  the  workflow  processes. 
While  creating  a  new  dataset  a duplicate check  is  carried  out. Then  the  editor  in  charge 
makes a cost-benefit  oriented indexing or updating of the document. All Internet  resources 
should  offer  direct  access  to  the  described  content.  The  sources  in  the  subject  gateway 
GESIS SocioGuide are mainly subject to the following criteria/ tests:
 A) Scope and Content Criteria: - Relevance as to the collection profile, i.e. document type, 
scope,  language,  geographical  area,  -  Availability  of  an  English-language  homepage 
(otherwise national language homepages with extensive information offers), - Longevity and 
validity  of  the  information,  -  Provided  that  the  information  offered  for  the  most  part  is 
outdated  or  contains  "dead  links,"  the  resource  is  then  given  careful  consideration  and 
optionally not included. 
 B)  Form Criteria:  -  The  possibility  to  contact  the  owner  of  the  source,  -  Access  to  the 
source  must  be  provided  with  the  usual  hardware  and  software,  the  sources  that  require 
downloading unusual plug-ins or certain browser versions are thoroughly checked, - Sources 
difficult to access or under construction are not recorded. 

Besides the formal and content-oriented characteristics further criteria (process criteria and 
criteria of collection management policy) are aplied for a detailed check of the sources (cf. 
Quality Selection Criteria for Information Gateways, 

http://www.sosig.ac.uk/desire/qclont.html)  .  During  the  process  of  the  cataloguing  of  new 
titles/  records  the  additional  information  can  be  extracted  from  the  protocol  information 
(HTTP header)  a  web  server  sends  with  each  page  or  from the  URL,  which  can  contain 
country codes or institution names (see Hellweg et al., 2002).

3.3.2. Editorial automated validation

Depending  on  the  amount  of  data,  the  editors  need  suport  in  automated  management  and 
viewing.  The entries are checked by automated routines to ensure integrity during storage. 
Several aspects of gateway maintenance have been automated. The most obvious are regular 
checks to see whether a website of a resource can still be reached (link checker) or has been 
modified  since  the  last  time  it  was  checked  by  an  editor.  The  documented  links  are 
examined daily. Furthermore, the system verifies that all required fields are filled. A to-do-
list  contains the tasks assigned to a person or a group.  To coordinate the tasks,  the system 
provides information on the state of a resource along with a work list  for  each editor:  The 
automatic/ manual workflow is initiated by messages both from the system and the editor in 
charge, Different additional areas which cause an automatic re-submission of documents can 
be  created  in  the  Worklist.  On  the  one  hand,  a  field  like  "last  update"  of  a  dataset 
(comparison with the corresponding source) or the event  date can serve as a criterion.  The 
message  of  the  re-submission  is  addressed  to  the  owner  or  the  group  in  charge,  whose 
corrector completes the existing record.

3.3.3. Suggestions by users
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Users  may  recommend  web  entries  of  their  choice.  They  are  later  processed  by  the 
professional  staff  of  GESIS.  The  system  generates  a  message  to  the  defined  person  in 
charge.  By using  this  initial  information,  an  editor  (or  a  group  of  editors)  is  selected  for 
entering the formal description of the resource, like country of origin, language or resource 
type.  The editor  (or  a group of editors)  will  be informed by a message from the person in 
charge.  If  this  selected  editor  decides  that  the  automatic  assignment  to  the  stock  was 
incorrect,  he  is  free  to  reassign  the  resource  to  some  other  stock.  Once  the  formal 
information  is  entered,  the  resource  is  ready  for  the  content  analysis  (e.g.  writing  an 
abstract) and indexing. The following translation step has to be performed by an editor with 
the  required  language  competence.  The  final  publication  of  the  resource  on  the  Web  is 
performed by the  editor  responsible  for  the  consistency of  the  collection.  (Hellweg et  al., 
2002).The  workflow  can  be  organised  flexibly  according  to  the  possibilities  of  the 
institution,  e.g.  how many people  have to  be  entrusted with the  indexing of  resources  and 
which tasks are assigned to these people.

3.3.4. Decentralized workflow

The processing of data records is also possible by job sharing between several facilities. At 
present the decentralized workflow has been implemented as several processing steps within 
an  institution.The  widespread  collection  maintenance  currently  profits  from  the 
collaboration of different  departments in GESIS as well  as from the network collaboration 
with  other  institutions,  such  as  Wissenschaftszentrum  Berlin  für  Sozialforschung (Social 
Science Research Centre Berlin,  http://www.wzb.eu/  ) and Universitäts- und Stadtbibliothek  
Köln (University and City Library Cologne, http://www.ub.uni-koeln.de/)  . 

This collaboration is mainly based on compliance with defined principles and standards as 
well as on the willingness for active participation in the collection of resources.

The future cooperative interaction in the subject gateway GESIS SocioGuide will adhere to 
the  principle  of  confident  cooperation  and  decentralize  the  responsibility  for  quality 
assurance.  Coordination  in  the  following  aspects  is  therefore  of  particular  importance: 
agreement  on  the  further  development  of  common  standards;  clear  definition  of 
responsibilities, simple aplication of indexing tools, personal suport and guidance, control.

4. Conclusion

In accordance with the state of the art, quality control of Internet sites which are included in 
subject  gateways  is  essential.  It  must  refer  to  exclusion  criteria,  description  elements, 
workflow and technical interoperability.  Automatic checks are tools for professional editors 
as  well  as  for  users.  They cannot,  however,  be  aplied  exclusively  for  quality  evaluation. 
Therefore, in addition to regular control routines, informative, standardized descriptions are 
also  necessary,  which  are  elaborated  according  to  Guidelines. The  GESIS-SocioGuide 
correspondingly  represents  a  semi-automatic  procedure  set  to  broker  high-quality 
specialized Web sources, focusing on storage, maintenance and transfer.
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